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Abstract
The clinical presentation and long term outcome (mean follow up eight years, range 0.25 to 21) of 15 patients with autosomal recessive primary familial hypomagnesaemia is described. The most common (67%) presenting events were generalised hypocalcaemic-hypomagnesaemic seizures at a mean (SD) age of 4.9 (2.5) weeks. Thirteen infants, treated soon after diagnosis with high dose enteral magnesium developed normally. Their serum calcium returned to normal concentrations but serum magnesium could not be maintained at normal concentrations (0.53 (0.12 SD) mmol/l; normal >0.62). Delay in establishing a diagnosis led to a convulsive disorder with permanent neurological impairment in two infants. Reported complications of prolonged hypomagnesaemia such as renal stones, hypertension, arrhythmias, sudden death, or dyslipidaemia were not observed.
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Primary (“congenital”) hypomagnesaemia with secondary hypocalcaemia is a rare genetic disorder characterised by recurrent tetany or convulsions in early infancy, or both, which are refractory to calcium supplementation but respond to magnesium treatment. In most patients primary hypomagnesaemia is caused by a selective defect of magnesium absorption in the small intestine,1 2 but the basic underlying mechanism of this disease is unknown. Primary hypomagnesaemia has been previously described in at least 30 patients and is thought to be inherited as an autosomal recessive disease.3–6

Magnesium is a critical cofactor for numerous enzyme systems and its deficiency may result in varied clinical manifestations. In adults chronic magnesium depletion has been linked with hypertension,7 arrhythmias,8 atherosclerotic vascular disease,9 and metabolic bone disease.10 However, since these complications can result from other chronic illnesses in adults, the exact role of hypomagnesaemia is undefined. Children with primary hypomagnesaemia are commonly reported as presenting with tetany or convulsions, or both. Only a few reports are available regarding long term outcome. We studied 15 patients with primary hypomagnesaemia, most were studied since early infancy. We describe the clinical and biochemical data of these patients at presentation as well as long term follow up evaluation of their clinical and biochemical disease course.

Patients and methods
Medical records of 15 patients with primary hypomagnesaemia who were diagnosed and followed up at the paediatric nephrology clinic of the Soroka Medical Center in the past 20 years were reviewed. Diagnosis of primary hypomagnesaemia was established by the presence of low serum magnesium in spite of normal renal magnesium excretion (fractional excretion <5%).11 There was no history of magnesium depleting drugs intake and all patients had to be supplemented with high doses of oral magnesium. Two patients (numbers 6 and 7 in family 1, fig 1) were the subject of a previous report.12 All patients belong to two extended Arab-Bedouin families in which a high rate of consanguinity exists (fig 1). Thirteen of the 15 patients were invited for reassessment of their clinical and biochemical status. One patient (number 8 in family 1) was still too young (<6 months) for long term evaluation, and another patient (number 2 in family 2) was institutionalised out of the region and could not be approached. A neurodevelopmental examination was done in two apparently healthy patients using the Beery developmental test of visual motor integration and the Goodenough-Harris drawing test.13 14 An electroencephalogram was obtained in 13 of the 15 patients. General laboratory screening included: serum electrolytes: sodium, potassium, magnesium, calcium, and phosphorus; analysis of serum lipoproteins (high density lipoprotein (HDL), low density lipoprotein (LDL), and very low density lipoprotein (VLDL)), and triglycerides. Normal general enteral absorption was established by performing a standardised xylose absorption test and measuring serum carotene concentrations, serum albumin, and total proteins. Bone status was assessed by measuring total alkaline phosphatase, N-terminal parathyroid hormone, and vitamin D metabolites (25 hydroxycholecalciferol and 1,25 dihydroxycholecalciferol). Bone age was determined using a radiograph of the patient’s left wrist. Bone densitometry was done in two patients using a Norland XR-26 (Norland Sciences Instruments, Fort Atkinson, WI, USA) and compared with published age related norms.15

Results
The patients belonged to six nuclear families. Three families, of which seven boys were patients, belonged to one extended Arab-
Bedouin kindred where all parents were closely related (fig 1). The other eight patients—six boys and two girls—were also products of consanguineous mating and were distributed in two nuclear families which descended from common ancestors (fig 2). None of the parents had any episode of tetany or hypomagnesaemia.

Table 1 summarises clinical and laboratory data at presentation. All 15 patients (13 boys and two girls) were diagnosed at an average (SD) age of 4.9 (2.5) weeks. Ten (67%) presented with generalised seizures, two with restlessness, and two with carpopedal spasms without loss of consciousness. One patient (number 5, family 2) was found to be hypomagnesaemic when screened shortly after birth because of a family history of primary hypomagnesaemia in older siblings. All patients except the one ascertained by screening were hypocalcaemic and hypomagnesaemic on presentation. The mean (SD) serum magnesium at that time was 0.24 (0.11) mmol/l and total serum calcium was 1.64 (0.41) mmol/l. Patients were treated during the acute stage of their disease with recommended doses of parenteral calcium and magnesium. When switched to oral magnesium supplements an average (SD) dosage of 38 (22) mg elemental magnesium/kg/day (table 2) was necessary to maintain normal blood magnesium. This dosage was much higher than the recommended maintenance daily supplementation (4–10 mg/kg/day). Diarrhoea, the main side effect of enteral magnesium supplementation, occurred in four patients. Convulsive episodes, which are associated with hypomagnesaemia and hypocalcaemia, were the most prominent clinical feature of some patients during an average (SD) follow up period of 8 (6) years (range: 0.25 to 21). Two patients (number 7 in family 1 and number 2 in family 2) had more than 10 such episodes during infancy, which resulted in psychomotor retardation and an epileptic disorder that necessitated chronic anticonvulsive treatment. Eight other patients had less than 10 hypomagnesaemic-hypocalcaemic seizure attacks and the other three patients were free of convulsions after initiation of supplemental magnesium. All of them had normal psychomotor development.

Current clinical and biochemical evaluation showed that an oral magnesium dosage (18–87 mg/kg/day or 0.7–3.5 mmol/kg/day of elemental magnesium) kept the patients free of symptoms (table 2). This was sufficient to maintain normal total serum calcium concentrations. Serum magnesium concentrations, however, remained subnormal (mean (SD) serum magnesium: 0.53 (0.12) mmol/l) despite normal

* Patient not shown on pedigrees (figs 1 and 2).
† Value after one bolus of parenteral magnesium sulphate.
renal magnesium fractional excretion (< 5%).

No evidence for malabsorption of other elements or nutrients was found and the patients’ average weight standard SD scores for age were normal. Standardised xylose absorption tests as well as serum carotene and total proteins were normal. Serum parathyroid hormone concentrations, at a time when serum calcium was normal and serum magnesium abnormal, were within the normal (SD) range (16.2 (4.8) pg/ml; normal: 10–55). Serum electrolytes (sodium, potassium, and chloride) were normal. Serum triglycerides, total cholesterol, and its fractions (HDL, LDL, and VLDL) were all normal. In view of reports on the function of urinary magnesium as an inhibitor of lithiasis, renal sonography was performed in all patients. There was no evidence of calcification or of kidney stones. Electrocardiograms did not show any conduction abnormalities (for example, prolonged QT interval) or arrhythmias. There was no history of sudden death or syncpe in any of the patients and blood pressure was normal for age in all.

Patients’ height and weight SD scores were calculated (table 2). Mean weight and height SD scores were 0.28 (1.69) and −1.26 (1.44) respectively. The high variability in height and weight SD scores was compatible with the midparental height variation in the families studied. No significant delay in bone age was noticed in any of our patients. Analysis of bone radiographs and bone densitometry disclosed no evidence of osteoporosis.

Discussion

We describe here the clinical phenotype and follow up evaluation of 15 patients with primary hypomagnesaemia belonging to two large Bedouin kindreds. The high rate of consanguinity suggests that the mechanism of inheritance in these families is autosomal recessive. Male predominance, as observed in the previous reports, was present in our families (13 boys out of 15 patients). X linked recessive inheritance as initially proposed for primary hypomagnesaemia in females, suggesting an autosomal recessive inheritance. In an attempt to resolve the issue of inheritance in this disorder a model of an autosomal disease could be achieved in our patients are similar to those reported previously in sporadic cases. Firstly, the early tetanic convulsions responded to treatment with parenteral magnesium. Subsequently, a good neurodevelopmental outcome could be achieved in those children who were treated with the appropriate long term dosage of enteral magnesium. Failure of early diagnosis of primary hypomagnesaemia in our families is autosomal recessive. Indeed, recent linkage analyses studies done using DNA samples from our patients have found a linkage to the long arm of chromosome 9.

The clinical manifestations of primary hypomagnesaemia in our patients are similar to those reported previously in sporadic cases. Firstly, the early tetanic convulsions responded to treatment with parenteral magnesium. Subsequently, a good neurodevelopmental outcome could be achieved in those children who were treated with the appropriate long term dosage of enteral magnesium. Failure of early diagnosis of primary hypomagnesaemia or non-compliance with treatment recommendations can be detrimental causing permanent neurological damage (as shown in two of our patients) and even
death. Treatment with high doses of enteral magnesium was successful in keeping our patients symptom free and normocalcaemic, but it did not fully normalise serum magnesium concentrations: blood magnesium concentrations could be raised from less than 50% of the normal lower limit to only about 75% of the low normal concentration. The mechanism leading to hypocalcaemia in hypomagnesaemia is controversial. Several factors have been proposed such as end organ unresponsiveness to parathyroid hormone (PTH); impaired synthesis and/or release of PTH; and impaired formation of 25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃. Hypomagnesaemia can impair calcium release from bone in a PTH independent mode. Hypocalcaemia has been found to be associated with dementia in adults. Thus our experience as well as that of others indicates that hypocalcaemia is neurologically detrimental through repeated uncontrolled seizures and non-seizure related mechanisms. A variety of other morbid manifestations have been reported to be associated with chronic hypomagnesaemia, even when only subclinical (for example, decreased intracellular) magnesium concentrations occur. In the group of children described here, however, who have usually frank hypomagnesaemia, none of those complications was observed. In fact reports regarding other chronic hypomagnesaemic states in childhood, such as Gitelman’s syndrome and familial hypomagnesaemia and hypercalciuria commonly describe only weakness and tetany (with or without nephrocalcinosis, depending on the existence of associated hypercalcemia) as long term complications of this biochemical abnormality. This, combined with our data, further supports the hypothesis that the morbidity associated with hypomagnesaemia in adults may have additional aetologies and that long term mild hypomagnesaemia in children and adolescents does not necessarily cause long term complications.
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